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The Identification of Technical Vocabulary in Texts
Stuart CUNNINGHAM*
Regarding the vocabulary component of many English for Specific Purposes
(ESP) courses, the more specialised vocabulary is often seen as being of great
concern. Many teachers can feel that they are not well informed enough to teach
this side of the ESP course, and may therefore ignore the issue. Other approaches
can see the English teacher assuming the role of science teacher and attempting to
explain highly technical concepts in the second language. Whilst both of these
approaches represent extremes, they are examples that draw attention to potential
problems with ESP and technical vocabulary. Word lists are increasingly seen as a
tool of value in addressing the vocabulary needs of students and there are many
technical lists available. However the problem with creating a technical word list is
identifying the difference between the technical vocabulary and the general
vocabulary. This paper will attempt to look at some of the ways in which past
research has sought to solve this problem and also suggest a more pragmatic
approach than has been laid out in the research to date.
Nation (2001, 2008) has identified four different types of vocabulary in a
standard academic text. This seemingly simplified summary glosses over two
assumptions: can a standard text actually be said to exist? what actually is a word?
In order to address the main concern of this paper in so few pages, a detailed
discussion of these interesting problems has been sacrificed. However, before
addressing Nation’s four categories it is necessary to give brief (and therefore
unsatisfactory) answers to the two questions above. Whether or not a standard text
exists is most expediently answered as a definition of what baggage the term will
carry throughout this paper. The term standard text will refer to texts that include
all of the following qualities; written in English, written for L 1 users (both NS and
NNS), written by specialists for specialists, written from within the community of
practice, written without the intent of revolutionizing the paradigm (see Kuhn 1965
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for a detailed discussion of scientific revolutions). The second question addresses
what actually constitutes a word. Again a definition will stand in lieu of a
discussion. As the texts discussed are written texts the definition of a word will be,
in essence, the orthographic representation, separate from the meaning. Given these
definitions it is now possible to explore in more detail the four categories of
vocabulary as identifies by Nation. The four categories of words (at this point there
seems little reason to hide behind the technical but ambiguous term vocabulary
when it is to be used synonymously with word ) identified by Nation (2001, 2008)
are; high frequency words, academic words, technical words, and low frequency
words. The four categories are represented in Table 1.
The first category is almost universally associated with the General Service
Word List (GSWL) (West 1953). A detailed discussion of this list is warranted as it
is from this list that many of the further explorations into vocabulary depart. The
GSWL was first published in 1936 as “Part V, The General Service List, of the
Interim Report on Vocabulary Selection.” It was revised and published in a finalized
version in 1953 with the aid of a grant from the Carnegie Corporation. Interestingly,
it is seldom recognized that the full title of the list is “A General Service List Of
English Words with Semantic Frequencies and a Supplementary Word-list for the
Writing of Popular Science and Technology”. The scientific word list did not make
it into teaching practice in quite the same way that the general service list did, and
this point will be discussed later. A further point of interest is the often mis-
represented nature of the GSWL, it is not a list of the 2000 most frequently used
words in English, and never was. Actually there were five other factors used in the
selection of words in the list (a sixth factor will be discussed later as it was not a
factor acknowledged by the parties involved in the construction of the list, but was
profoundly influential nevertheless). The first of these factors was ease or difficulty
of learning. The explanation of this factor is “the term Claim (mining) is very
closely related to Claim the title, and so would cost but little in learning effort,
although its value is low” (West. 1953: ix). The second factor, necessity, meant that
Table 1 Based on Nation. 2008: pp 7−12
Category Approximate word count Text coverage Associated word list
High frequency words 2000 families 80% written texts90% conversations
The General Service
Word List
Academic words 570 families 8.5%−10% The Academic Word List
Technical words NA 5−20% NA
Low frequency words NA NA NA
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words which did not make it onto the list through frequency, but which were
deemed as necessary by the author/compiler were able to find a place on the list,
presumably to the deficit of another more frequent yet less necessary word. The
third factor apart from frequency in the compilation of the list is that of cover.
Words which were deemed to be virtually synonymous with other words were not
included. The fourth factor was stylistic level. The word personage was adjudged to
be of too high a stylistic level for learners whilst the word chap was seen as too
colloquial. These words did not make it on to the list and instead person was the
word chosen. The fifth category, intensive and emotional words, was validated with
the following explanation; “The foreigner is learning English to express ideas rather
than emotion; for his emotional expression he has the mother-tongue. English is a
rather unemotional language[.]” (West. 1953: x). The reader may wish to comment
on this explanation. The pros and cons of subjective criteria regarding word
selection for word lists is a discussion for another paper. The simple fact-of-the-
matter is that it takes place in most word lists at some stage in the compilation and
it is documented as taking place in the compilation of the GSWL. As mentioned
earlier, there was a sixth factor involved in the selection, or rather non-selection, of
words used in the GSWL; words that did not exist in 1953 were not included. This
may seem painfully obvious, however the degree of this obviousness is matched by
the degree of importance. Richards (1974) rightly points out that computer is absent
from the list, how many more words would be included if the same selection criteria
were applied to a comparable corpus in 2011? The answer to that question is
unknowable, due to the nature of the subjective criteria that would need to be
applied and the impossibility of attaining inter-rater reliability between a list
compiled in 2011 and a list compiled in 1936.
Having looked at the GSWL in some detail it is time to return to the issue of
high-frequency words. The words which represent the 2000 most important (as
opposed to frequent) are of great benefit to the teacher and learner. Hwang and
Nation (1985) have shown that the GSWL has a tremendous amount of overlap with
other, more recent lists and as such it still represents a good investment in time for
the learner to focus on acquiring this list before seeking to move on.
The second category of words is the academic category and this is most closely
associated with the Academic Word List (AWL) (Coxhead. 2000). Coxhead created
a corpus from four faculty areas; science, the arts, commerce and law. Each sub-
corpus was in turn sub-divided into seven subject areas, giving twenty-eight subject
areas in total. Again, frequency based criteria was not deemed sufficient for
inclusion on the list, four selection criteria were utilized. The starting point for the
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construction of this word list is the GSWL. Coxhead chose not to use words that
appeared on the GSWL. This shows how important the GSWL is, for it is the basis
upon which the next category is in effect built. Rightly or wrongly the AWL is
based on the GSWL and therefore any shortcomings in the GSWL will filter their
way into the AWL. Secondly, words that occurred less than 100 times were not
included, thirdly, words that occurred less than 10 times in each of the subject areas
were not included, and finally, words that did not appear in at least 15 of the 28
subject areas were not included. Using these criteria, a list of 570 word families was
created. The importance of the AWL is best expressed below;
[W]ith a vocabulary of 200 words, approximately one word in every five will
be unknown. With a vocabulary of 2,000 words plus the Academic Word List,
approximately one word in every ten will be unknown
Nation. 2001:18
The third and fourth categories of words are the technical words and the low
frequency words. The fourth category is, in effect, defined by its non-membership of
the other three categories rather than any explicit qualities of itself. No subjective
criteria are deemed as necessary for the low-frequency words; failure to make it in
to the first three categories (each of which has subjective criteria for membership) is
sufficient qualification for the fourth category, the carrion category. However, it is
the third category that is the main focus of this paper. This third category is by far
the most difficult to define as there is so much contextual background noise to
overcome. Indeed, it may well prove to be the case that creating a universal
definition of technical vocabulary is impossible. In some disciplines the technical
words may overlap with some of the words on the GSWL, for example the word
union would be a technical word in a poiltical-fiscal course, the word wave would
be a technical word in particle physics.
Nation and Kyongho (1995) attempted to differentiate specialised vocabulary
from general vocabulary. This was attempted by using four questions as selection
criteria. The first question is “is the vocabulary truly “general service”?” (Nation
and Kyongho). The definition of truly general was given as occurring in a range of
texts and a range of corpora. This vague description shows a major problem in
identifying technical vocabulary. The quantifiable range of occurrence can only be
subjective and the corpora used will also be selected subjectively. The second
question was regarding the GSWL; if the GSWL gave better coverage than the
words on the technical list then the technical list could be seen as unsatisfactory.
The third question was regarding the coverage by specialized vocabulary. If the
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coverage is higher on the part of the words outside the list (and not in the GSWL)
than the words used in the list then it can be seen that the coverage is insufficient.
The final question relates to the cumulative coverage from word lists made from
different corpora, and weighing them up against each other for the best results.
In general, regarding the construction of word lists, the principles used to draw
a line between general service vocabulary, academic vocabulary and technical
vocabulary are based on a set of subjective criteria. A different managing of these
criteria could lead to different researchers compiling different lists. If the bases for
many technical word lists are the general and academic categories, any change in
the compilation of these categories has a knock-on effect. In addition, a different
approach may only produce minimal results. One example is Nation and Kyongho
(1995), the list they compiled as an alternative to the GSWL offered text coverage
of 83.4% as opposed to the GSWL, which offers 82.3% coverage. Whilst the
research into methodology continues there still remains the problem of the
vocabulary component of ESP courses. The teacher needs to be able to make a
decision on what needs to be done in the classroom.
The question of identifying technical vocabulary has so far been one of “How
do we identify technical vocabulary?” Yet, another question exists; “Do we need to
try?” Perhaps a more pragmatic approach to dealing with the specialised nature of
many ESP courses may lend itself to the actualities of classroom practice. Koceurek
suggests that most learners involved in learning technical vocabulary will already
have acquired the term in their first tongue and that as such they will only require
some work with a dictionary to equate the term in their second language to the term
they are already familiar with in their first language. Of course, this is not always
the case, but it is a valid point nevertheless. If the students are familiar with the
GSWL and the AWL, will they not be able to address the issue of technical
vocabulary themselves? It may be the case that this question would be best
answered by looking to learning strategies rather than looking to a word list. Armed
with learning strategies, a basic vocabulary, and a dictionary, many learners may
well be able to negotiate the technical aspects of the discipline-specific vocabulary
themselves.
Another alternative to identifying technical vocabulary from a corpus is to
identify it in the categories Halliday has shown are almost universal in specialized
texts. According to Halliday (1989) technical terms can be divided into three
categories;
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Dry
Cold
Temperature
Sub tropical
Tropical
Climate
Highland
Polar
Boreal
1. Interlocking Definitions.
2. Technical taxonomies.
3. Nominalization.
The very nature of the sciences means that there will be a great deal of abstraction.
This abstraction will sometimes be due to the fact that the object being discussed
exists in theory only, such as the Higgs-Boson particle, or it may be because it is a
theoretical term which cannot exist in reality, such as much of the terminology used
in geometry. We can describe something as triangular, i.e. as having properties
similar to a triangle, but when we describe a window or arch as ‘a triangle’ it is a
metaphor, for a two-dimensional object cannot exist in our reality. These types of
abstraction often require further abstract concepts to define them. Halliday uses the
example of the definition of a circle from an unnamed primary school textbook:
A circle is a plane curve with the special property that every point on it is at
the same distance from a particular point called the centre. This distance is
called the radius of the circle. The length of the circle is called its
circumference.
Halliday. 1989, p.163.
The definition of circle is dependant upon the reader knowing the definition of
radius, diameter, and circumference. Understanding is reliant on the reader being
able to grasp a cluster of concepts simultaneously and then use these concepts to
build upon. The second category of technical terms serve as a contrast with the
interlocking definitions paradigm. Technical taxonomies can be further subdivided
into two categories; superordination and composition. Superordination is described
as ‘a is a kind of x’, for example ‘tropical is a kind of climate’. Composition is
described as ‘b is a part of y’, for example, ‘temperature is a part of climate. These
relationships are represented diagrammatically in the figures below and should be
compared with the interlocking definitions figure;
Figure 1 Kinds of climate (superordination)
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Climate 
Atmospheric moisturePressure systemsTemperatureSolar radiation
Circumference 
Diameter 
Radius 
Circle 
Centre 
Finally, nominalisation is an extremely commonplace phenomenon in academic
writing, especially science. Nominalisation is the term used for representing as
process as a noun phrase. An example would be; “the emission of photons”, where
the process of emitting has been packed into a noun ‘emission’. The advantages of
nominalisation are that it allows the writer to repack potentially unwieldy
expressions into more manageable nominal groups and thus, in turn, refer to these
nominalised groups. Therefore, when a writer needs to discuss a lengthy and
complex process nominalisation is an effective tool. Any reader of science will
undoubtedly need to come to terms with nominalisation.
Another approach to dealing with vocabulary was designed by Martin (Martin
1976) and used at Stanford University. This approach drew on vocabulary identified
from three sources; items submitted by students, items submitted by instructors, and
items frequently occurring in journals (for a more detailed account of methodology
see Martin et al. 1973). From these sources Martin used four entirely subjective
criteria to select words for the programme. The words should be
i. Unfamiliar or incorrectly used by many students.
ii. The vocabulary should be presented both structurally and contextually.
iii. It should be useful in each of the four skills.
iv. It should prove useful in a wide range of academic tasks.
Using these sources and criteria to select the important words allowed the
researchers to notice patterns emerge. The three patterns were the research process,
the vocabulary of evaluation, and the vocabulary of evaluation. The focus of this list
was not to give as wide a coverage of the texts as possible, but rather to focus on
Figure 2 Parts of climate (composition)
Figure 3 Interlocking definitions of the technical terms in a circle
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the three elements of discourse structure and aid the learners acquire relevant
vocabulary. An analogy is to think of the text as a company with the research
process, analysis and evaluation representing the three departments within that
company. Each word has a job to do within the company and this job may require it
to interact with more than one department. This approach does not isolate the
vocabulary from its textual profession; instead it aligns the vocabulary to its textual
profession. The context of the word has a greater value than the frequency of the
word.
Finally, although this paper is specifically designed to address the nature of
technical vocabulary, there is one more criticism of general vocabulary lists that
needs to be made before an alternative approach is suggested. Engels (1968) notes
that there are two major flaws in the GSWL. The first flaw is regarding the “long
tail” problem. Even if it is accepted that a vocabulary built from one or more word
lists gives a coverage of 95% of the words in a text, the remaining 5% would be
made up of a much larger vocabulary of infrequently occurring words, hence the
description of this final 5% as the long tail. Learning this final 5% would probably
not represent a good investment of time on the part of the learner as simply looking
up each word in a dictionary should suffice. Secondly, Engels suggests that the first
1000 word families represent a good learning investment but that after that the
GSWL gives a much lower coverage for the same learning load. Hwang and Nation
(1989) partially support this assertion (although, it should be noted that their
research would therefore also partially disagree with this assertion). That the second
1000 words offer a much poorer coverage would also have knock-on implications
for the academic vocabulary, as one of the criteria involved in the compilation of
the AWL was to exclude words on the GSWL. If Engels assertion is accepted (and
there is no definitive research to date) then only the first 1000 words of the GSWL
represent a good investment and all further lists remain open to question.
How then should a teacher of science progress with regards to the technical
words likely to be encountered by students on an ESP course? The solution I am
going to suggest is based on the research discussed above and an acknowledgment
of the practicalities of the demands on a teacher’s time. The suggestion can be
outlined as having three constituent parts. The first part is to assume that the
learners can benefit from learning or reviewing the first 1000 word families of the
GSWL. The second part is to design a corpus and then create a word list of the
second 1000 word families to replace the second 1000 words of the GSWL (as
suggested by Engels) and also to largely incorporate the AWL and thus reduce the
learning load on the student. This corpus would be sampled exclusively from the
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discipline of the learners and therefore need not contain any ‘general academic’
vocabulary. The final stage it to teach learning strategies, such as those suggested by
Halliday, Koceurek, and Martin (see above), whilst trusting in the students ability to
deal with less frequent words by using a dictionary.
All the above may sound either pessimistic or simplistic concerning research
into technical vocabulary. This is most certainly not the intention. Although a large
amount of the research into vocabulary, and especially technical vocabulary, remains
open to debate it has nevertheless offered most teachers a starting point. This
absence of absolutes is ably described thus:
The contemporary tendency to regard interpretation as something second-class
reflects, I think, not a craving for objectivity but a craving for absolutes?a
craving for absolutes and a tendency to which is inseparable from that craving,
the tendency to think that if the absolute is unobtainable, then, “anything goes.”
But “enough is enough, enough isn’t everything.”
Putnam. 1984.
The quotation from Putnam serves as an excellent navigation aid when dealing with
vocabulary. There are so many methods of obtaining absolute counts of word types,
so many ways to assign words to category A or category B, so many ways of
dividing some words from other words that it is easy to lose sight of the purpose of
researching vocabulary in the first place: what words should we teach to students?
There are many candidate answers: the most frequent, the words with the most
coverage, or even the most modern. Corpus linguistics offers new ways of
measuring words and assigning them numerical values. And yet the danger in this
highly laudable approach is that, if a failure to ascertain absolute certainty with
regards vocabulary evaluation should arise, this could be interpreted as license to
adopt the “anything goes” approach or as a need to refine research methodology. An
unfocused vocabulary programme is not the only alternative to a perfectly measured
and validated programme: there are degrees of imperfection. The quotation reminds
the researcher of the need to be flexible in a field that may not offer any true
certainties, of the need to accept interpretation as a necessary component of the
selection process, and, most importantly of all, of the need to remember the goal.
The teaching of vocabulary should be viewed from the perspective of aiding learner
acquisition and not exploring research methods in ever-finer detail.
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